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Level G2F

Education level First cycle

Course identifier FEG311

Credits 7.5 cr

Main field of study Business Administration

Subject group Business Administration

Disciplinary domain Social sciences 100.0 %

Learning outcomes After the course the student should be able to:
 
Knowledge and understanding
 
-	define project management concepts from a contextual, global and sustainable perspective
-	recognize different project management methods and applications
-	describe current research within the project management field
 
Competence and skills
 
-	to search for, evaluate and critical interpret issues related to different project management
perspectives
-	independently identify, formulate and find solutions to problems related to real life project
-	in writing, and verbally, present and discuss questions related to current project management
research 
 
Judgment and approach
 
-	to evaluate project management issues in the present research discourse
-	recognition of the impact of project management in society with special attention to
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sustainable development
-	to identify the need of additional knowledge within project management field

Course content The project management course applies a contextual, global perspective. The course discusses
the foundation of projects, different leadership styles, tasks and conflicting challenges.
Especially how individual skills, personalities and attitudes contribute to successful team
management. The need of different leadership strategies to create innovative project
environments is discussed. Attention is paid to the project role in society and discussed in
relation to sustainability questions.  

Teaching This course consists of lectures, seminars, practical exercises and tutoring. 

Prerequisites Business Administration G1N (30 credits) and G1F (30 credits)

Examination Exams, written assignments, oral presentations and seminars 

Grade A, B, C, D, E, Fx, F

Sustainable
environment

A minor part of the course content deals with sustainable development.

Module 
0010   Examination 7.5 cr Grade: AF


